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What is Tamper Proof Void Sticker?
The tamper-proof void sticker is made of polyester or laser film, with a white or other color
appearance and a unique adhesive. If someone uncovers the label, it will leave traces of words such
as "void," "unsealed," and "opened," which indicates that the brand has been uncovered, moved, or
pasted without permission; therefore, it is widely used in other anti-theft and anti-counterfeiting
aspects such as commodity quality assurance and logistics.
Tamper-proof VOID sticker is a symbol of identity. Through it, we can quickly identify whether it is
genuine. Although this kind of label is rarely heard in our lives, it is applied everywhere. What kind of
tamper-proof void sticker is the void anti-counterfeiting title?
A tamper-proof Void sticker is an uncovering (uncovering and leaving words) anti-counterfeiting
material label, preventing unauthorized uncovering, moving, and re-pasting. It is mainly used for
logistics labels, anti-theft seals, and seals. The tamper-proof void sticker has the functions of
"damage upon uncovering" and "cash upon damage." As to achieve the purpose of fidelity and
provide the process of automatic inspection.
The material-based tamper-proof void sticker, open void anti-counterfeiting material, also known as
anti-counterfeiting font, is a suggestive self-adhesive anti-counterfeiting material whose base material
is primarily plastic film. Including opening the hollowed-out text and images; When it is opened, it is
layered, and the contents hidden between layers are flashed, preventing unauthorized opening,
moving, and re-pasting. It is mainly used for logistics labels, anti-theft sealing labels, and seals;
Layering is used mainly for code anti-counterfeiting labels. If the titles produced as the base material
are lifted, preset words or images will be displayed from the surface material.
 

Features of the Tamper Proof Void Sticker
(1) The surface material can be selected for double-coated paper, OPP, PE, pet, Po, etc., according
to the actual needs of printing mode and surface of pastes. The base material can be made into
white, dumb silver, light silver, or other colors and can also be made into color effect.
(2) The surface material can be coated according to the printing method. The treated substrate
surface has good printing and printing effect, chemical reagent resistance, and abrasion resistance. It
can save printing carbon tape and reduce printer loss; printing by offset, UV, gravure and other
printing methods can show a good printing effect
(3) When the label is torn from the surface of the adhesive, the preset text or pattern of the base
material of the void anti-counterfeiting label is separated from the base material and wholly retained
on the surface of the adhesive. The torn base material and font cannot be restored.
(4) The preset font in the substrate can be text, pattern, or other unique pattern specified by the
customer. The particular edition pattern is adopted to enhance the anti-counterfeiting effect
significantly and enhance the corporate image.
When the tamper-proof void sticker is opened, words such as "void, opened" will be left to achieve
the purpose of fidelity. It has the characteristics of loss, loss, authenticity, and nonreuse.
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Complete Transfer Tamper Proof VOID Stickers
This kind of void sticker provides excellent prevention against counterfeit, theft, and duplicity. These
stickers ensure superior authentication to products and brands employing cutting-edge techniques.
The stickers have hidden text and images on the adhesive surface, which leaves an impression on
the pasted product in case of tampering to avoid duplicity and theft. We design these stickers
according to the customized demands of our clients in distinguished colors, sizes, designs, patterns,
and dimensions.
Features:
· Free from tampering
· Easy detection of unauthorized detection
· Prevent counterfeit and theft
· Smooth finish
· Vivacious color pattern
· Excellent product duplicity protection
· Moisture and waterproof
· Attractive design
· Unique identity with imprinted serial number and images
Applications:
· Valuables packaging
· Electronic items
· Home appliances
· Vehicles
· Food items
· Wide range of other applications.

Hologram Tamper Proof VOID sticker
The hologram tamper-proof VOID stickers are used to avoid counterfeiting and brand duplication.
These holograms are patterned from optimum grade materials and advanced techniques to provide
product and brand authentication excellently. These holograms have unique serial numbers or
images on the void surface, imprinting on the surface even after peeling off. The holograms with
VOID text provide excellent prevention from photocopying and scanning.
Features:
· High adhesion
· Protection against counterfeit
· Water & moisture-proof
· Scratch resistant
· Alluring design



· Excellent fragility
Applications:
· Computer cabinets
· Electric meter
· Electronic items
· Home appliances
· Laptops
· Vehicles
· Food items
· Wide range of other applications.

Non-Transfer Tamper Proof Void Stickers
The non-transfer tamper-proof void stickers are suitable for sealing the parcel and carton containing
valuables. These labels ensure the authenticity of the packed goods and make the products free from
counterfeiting. High-quality materials and cutting-edge techniques are being used in designing these
void labels to make them tamper-proof. Each invalid title has a hidden word or alterable sequential
numbering, which cannot be seen without opening. Once opened, the tape cannot be resealed.
The unique features of these labels are that they show void on the label when tampered with, but
there is no residue on the products.
Hence the product is not damaged. It is helpful for products like electronic goods, mobile cameras,
electrical products, and many other applications.
Features:
· Tamper proof
· Non-transferable to the applied object
· High adhesion
· Non-reusable
· Prevent theft and counterfeiting
· Mesmerizing design
Applications:
· Vehicles
· Home appliances
· Electronic appliances
· High-value objects
· Wide range of other applications.



Tamper Evident Void Tapes
With a hidden message on adhering surface, the Tamper Evident Void Tapes find extensive use in
brand and product Protection and authentication of applications. These void tapes are patterned
prudently by using finest grade materials, adhesives, and the employment of sophisticated
techniques. Our offered void tapes carrying unique identities provide superior Protection against theft
and counterfeit. In case of tampering, the void tapes leave behind an imitation to avoid any duplicity
and counterfeit.
Features:
· Excellent sealing
· Tamper-resistant
· Prevent theft and counterfeiting
· Cannot be reused
· Smooth finish
· Control unauthorized interference
· High adhesion
Applications:
· Carton packaging
· Electronic appliances
· Home appliances
· High valuable product packaging
· Wide range of other applications.




